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Itʼs a short haircut style in which the hair is typically cut straight
around the head at about jaw-level, often with a fringe (or
"bangs") at the front. It started in 1915 with the debut of the
Castle Bob, named after the celebrated ballroom dancer Irene
Castle. Iconic figures with this haircut are Coco Chanel and
Louise Brooks.

Feathered hair gained phenomenal popularity in the early
1970s. It was designed for straight hair. The hair was layered, with either a side or a center parting. The hair would
be brushed back at the sides, giving an appearance similar
to the feathers of a bird. Many celebrities wore this style
like Farrah Fawcett and Princess Diana.

Finger waving is the shaping or moulding of hair while wet into
"s"-shaped curved undulations with the fingers and comb. These
waves, when dried without being disturbed, will fall into beautiful deep waves. They were developed in the 1920s from North
America and popularized in the 1930s. Women opted for a
softer, more feminine look. Iconic figures that revolutionized this
look are Jean Harlow, Carole Lombard and Delores Costello.

This hairstyle is representative of many short styles of the
1980s. The back is shorter with longer hair around the crown
and face. Despite being a short haircut, the style maintains
the volume and height typical of the time. Iconic figures with
this haircut are Jennifer Grey and Molly Ringwald.

Victory rolls are when the top of the hair is parted into two sections and teased. Forming a loop to roll it inwards toward the
parting and then it will form a roll. The name was taken from
“Victory Manoeuvre” which was the fighter planes during the
Second World War. Alot of pin ups at that time had this hairstyle.
Iconic figures with this haircut are Rita Hayworth and Betty
Grable.

The name Rachel comes from Jennifer Anistonʼs character
from the 1995 TV Shows, Friends who was named Rachel
Green. After her debut, a lot of people copied her look and
launched a thousand lookalikes in its wake. The movement
quickly caught on in Hollywood. Tyra Banks and Meg Ryan
carted a picture of Aniston's shag to their stylists to achieve
the crop defined by its choppy layers from crown to end.

A pixie cut is a woman's short hairstyle in which the hair is
cropped in layers, typically to create a slightly tousled effect.
The haircut was made popular by Audrey Hepburn. In the film,
Roman Holiday, Audrey Hepburn's character had short hair
known as a “gamine-style” pixie cut which is a short pixie
cut.which accentuated her long neck, and which was copied by
many women.

The Blowout was popularized in 2001 because of Jessica
Simpson. Itʼs short from the front and gets longer as it goes
back. A blowout can be accomplished with waves, textures or
just straight hair. Itʼs like a bouncy hair with a bit of curl at the
end. Itʼs basically having wavy hair. Iconic figures that had
this haircut were Jennifer Lopez and Angelina Jolie.

The beehive is a woman's hairstyle in which long hair is piled up
in a conical shape on the top of the head and slightly backwards pointing, giving some resemblance to the shape of a beehive. It was developed in 1960 by Margaret Vinci Heldt. Iconic
figures with this haircut are The Ronettes, Audrey Hepburn and
Barbra Streisand.

Straightened hair is really easy to achieve, itʼs just with a
straightening iron or heat styling. It can be done with short or
long hair. Iconic figures with this hairstyle are Penelope Cruz,
Jessica Alba and Selena Gomez.
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